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This early September, the works of 
14 artists (teams) are being displayed 
in the bustling metropolis of Hong 
Kong. Design Feisty is the title of the 
show that is filled with cannonballs 
of creativity, ready to generate hot 
discussions and amaze the floating 
population of Tsim Sha Tsui, where the 
famous K11 shopping mall celebrates its 
5th anniversary. As part of the opening 
festivities Design Feisty accommodated 
Korean designers and artists who will be 
available for questions about their work 
until mid October.

Bori Heo collected designer neck ties, 
cut them into pieces and refashioned 
them into a cushiony set of knife and 
shield. Her creation interprets the 
modern-day business man as a hunter 
deriving from the forage, her work a 
modern rendition of the laws of the 
jungle.

Jun-Young Kang, who is well-known for 
his ceramic pieces, presents visually 
joyful works that embody personal 
stories from his early childhood, which 
he spent overseas. The longing and the 
love for his family found expression in 
form of a traditional Korean ceramic 
pot. Love as a universal feeling begins 
at home, says the artist. He translates 
relations of utmost importance into 
simple and yet deep messages. 

Wan Lee's work may look like a simple 
social graph in blue, hanging on a white 
wall, an abstract visualization, but once 

it is off the wall and on the ground, one 
recognizes what it really is: a foldable 
kitchen table. It is an experimental 
piece of visual art that makes its viewer 
rethink the meaning of design. 

Other exhibiting artists include De-
bang, Sam-yeol Ahn, Ji-yeon Yoo, 
Ga-rim Yoon, Esther Lee, Dong-gu 
Jung, Du-su Choi, Kolon RE;CODE and 
Kwang-hoon Hyun. 

The star of Spaghetti Chandelier, Jin-
woo Park, and the leader of Peter Pan 
Complex, Ji-han Jeon, have formed 
Gagugasu (transl.: furniture musicians), 
who performed in the open-air space 
outside of the shopping mall. The 
performance was placed in a chaotic 
installation of furniture where the two 
artists fit in like pieces of a puzzle and 
played their electronic sounds, all in all 
an interpretation of the life of a modern 

citizen. The cheerful music spread 
through the opening festivities and let 
everybody's shoulders bounce along.

Design always requires new 
generational takes. It is influential also 
in a visual sense, without meaning that 
it only exists within the boundaries 
of visual arts. Today we're living 
in a world where social exchange 
and communication are of primary 
importance. Design plays the role of 
a omnipresent platform of expression 
and creativity. It crosses not only the 
boundaries of art but also the borders 
of countries as a universal language. 
In these terms it has found a perfect 
outlet in Design Feisty in Hong Kong 
where, based on arts and design, 
communication was executed in perfect 
synergy. We are left in certainty that 
the exchange between Hong Kong and 
Korea will continue on. 
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Review: An interview with Ji-sun Kim, 
Curator of Design Feisty & 
deputy leader of the Korean O!ce 
the Hong Kong Design Center

Please tell us about the Hong 
Kong Design Center and your 
duties at the Korean office?

The Hong Kong Design Center 
(HKDC) was established in 2002, as 
a governmental body to deal with 
design policies. It serves as a hub for 
international designers, global companies 
and national institutions etc. and provides 
an appropriate platform for exchange. Its 
main affairs include the annual Design For 
Asia Awards (DFA), the Business of Design 
Week (BODW), the Knowledge of Design 
Week as well as several design incubation 
programs and a platform called PMQ, 
which supports small brands with space. 
The Korean Office at the HKDC helps 
Korean designers and companies to 
participate in events like the DFA and 
BODW. Furthermore, it enables exchange 
of designers and brands from both 
countries to communicate and meet. 

What made you organize an 
exhibition with Korean artists in 
Hong Kong?

Hong Kong is the test board for every 
brand in the world to launch their 
products. One of the many treats of this 
country, where international customers 
of all kinds are cumulated, is that just 
as many opportunities are given to the 
arts and cultural contents. To host a 
show with Korean artists here has been 
a personal goal for me since I started 
curating. With Hong Kong as an amplifier 
of the so-called Korean Wave in Asia, the 
general interest and commercial demand 
naturally increased. And K11 had already 
been an established name concerning 
Korean design and art exhibitions. These 
circumstances allowed me to organize 
this show.   

It is one of the events to 
complement the 5th anniversary 
of K11. How did you get in 
contact with K11?

I frequently visit Hong Kong, and one 
day I learned about K11's plan to host 

a cultural event of international size 
under the motto 'In Art We Live'. It is 
an extraordinary venue, for not only the 
entire mall becomes a gallery, but being 
connected to the K11 Design Store it is 
directly fused with a retail point where 
therefore cultural contents immediately 
turn into consumption. Especially with 
the help of the international business 
connections of the BODW I was able to 
link into an expansive network. 

What were your criteria when 
selecting the artists? 

We were looking for inventive artists from 
any genre, brave designers who are not 
afraid to face the logics of today's mass 
production. And that's easier said than 
done, because it's hard for fine artists to 
develop a craftsmanship mentality, for 
designers to generate creativity while 

pondering about cost efficiency and 
consumer demands. Thus, craftsmanship 
and creativity combined in one person 
is rare to come across. The participating 
artists have diverse backgrounds, not 
only fine art but also design, film, fashion, 
typography, product design and music. 
That's how we came up with the title of 
the show, Design Feisty. 

And what is the future 
holding for you? 

While nothing is certain as for now, I 
would like to organize further Korean 
design exhibitions in other Asian 
countries. Also, with the help of the K11 
Design Store I could initiate sales of a 
part of the shown art pieces, and I would 
like to open the door to high-end select 
shops and shopping malls in Hong Kong, 
Singapore and Taiwan.
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